
Case Study

Colegio Recanto Seamlessly Restricts Access of Distractive apps with Scalefusion

About the Company

Business Goals

Colegio Recanto is an educational institution, offering students early childhood education 

to high school in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. Their main purpose is to prepare students for life by 

facilitating them in their pursuit of success and molding them to be global citizens. Their 

mission is to provide each student with the right culture of quality and humanistic education 

and create the right environment for the students to develop in a balanced and harmonious 

way. The teachers stimulate in the student the formation of a critical conscience and an 

attitude of constant self-evaluation that facilitates in making better life choices and contributes 

to the integral formation of student personality.

Colegio Recanto believed that technology has the power to transform teaching by ushering 

in a new model of connected teaching. This model links teachers to their students and to 

professional content, resources, and systems to help them improve their own instruction and 

personalize learning. To achieve this, they provided educators and other staff access to the 

online educational material for their research and developing good educational content for 

their students. The school decided to hand out Android mobile devices to the staff.

Education

Industry

•   Kiosk Lockdown

•   Android Device Management

•   Application Management

•   Custom Branding

Solutions & Features

Challenges

While Colegio Recanto was keen on extending technology support to the staff, they were 

concerned about other distractions that would hinder productivity. The school wanted to 

block distractions like gaming apps and YouTube during work hours. In fact, they wanted to 

restrict access to the Play Store, which the staff may use to download any app for personal 

entertainment. So they required a solution to impose certain restrictions on downloading and 

accessing unproductive applications on the company-owned devices.

Key Benefits

•   Distraction-free working environment  
      for the staff

•   Device monitoring for performance and  
      security

•   Ease of use for school IT

•   Enhanced access control with password  
      enforcement

•   Industry-leading UEM provider with  
      simplified and intuitive mobile device         

      management experience

•   Easy to configure, deploy, and upgrade   
      devices and apps across the entire          

      lifecycle

•   Leading choice for a scalable solution   
      with multi-OS support 

Why Scalefusion



Key Results

Deploying Scalefusion resulted in the following benefits for Colegio Recanto:

•  Access to online educational material for staff research for developing educational content

•  Password Protected Kiosk Mode to prevent the device misuse

•  Reduced device misuse
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Call Us

Ambitious companies around the world trust Scalefusion to secure 

and manage endpoints including smartphones, tablets, laptops, 

rugged devices, POS and digital signages. Our mission is to make 

Device Management simple and effortless along with providing world 

class customer support.

“We wanted our staff to use only the tools they need to get their job done, without 
access to distractions like games or YouTube or Play Store to install whatever they 

want. That’s why kiosk mode is good for us.”

Testimonial

Case Study

Solution

To solve their challenges, they searched various MDM solutions online and locked Scalefusion to solve their concerns. As a scalable solution, 

Scalefusion restricted the enrolled devices to ‘Kiosk Mode’, which was password-protected, to avoid any unauthorized access by non-staff 

personnel. Kiosk mode disabled unnecessary app download or accessing unproductive websites. It offered cloud-based remote monitoring and 

facilitated smooth management of the devices. With Application Management and Enterprise Store features, the IT admins can remotely push 

applications and their updates on all the devices in a hassle-free manner. Scalefusion offers authorized and secured usage of all the enrolled 

devices. The IT admin could also create a brand-specific profile on the devices using Scalefusion’s easy to use dashboard. 


